SEWER LID SEAL KIT

What it is:
“Sewer Lid Seal” is an effective system developed to eliminate lid vibration characteristics and reduce moisture penetration. It consists of four Tac-Tape rolls - each 11 feet in length.

What it does:
- Eliminates lid rattling by providing a reliable long lasting gasket between lid and casting.
- Seals manhole lids, gate valve box lids and underground vault lids from debris and excessive moisture penetration.

Where to use it:
“Sewer Lid Seal” can be used on manhole covers, utility valve-box lids, catch basin grates, and underground vault lids, where sound deadening or a water tight seal is desired.

Installation Instructions:
1. Remove the utility lid.
2. Wire brush the debris from the lid seat. (Figure 1)
3. Apply the Tac-Tape to the lid seat with plastic side up and the plastic overlap to the outside. The plastic is the barrier between the bottom of the lid and the sealant tape. (Figure 2)
4. Replace the utility lid.

Kit Will Seal 8 Standard Manholes